






IBM Internet of Things
Blog

You'll enjoy this official IBM blog about the Internet of Things if you're interested in how to capture
real-time big data from networks of connected sensors and create insights to improve the way

businesses works.

Great Interview with Michael Curry, IBM’s Vice President for WebSphere Foundation
Portfolio on The Role of Big Data and Data Security with M2M. 
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Last week I attended a Meetup for people who are enthusiastic about wearable technology
in London! I have to say first off, that the event was awesome! This meet was well
organised and had a great range of speakers who were all involved with exciting and
innovative tech projects. The Meetup consisted of 5 talks about their experiences and
projects with wearable technology.

The first talk was delivered by a business student called Max who took an interest in
wearable technology having networked with some computer science students. Max decided
to co-host a wearables hackathon that eventually gained a large volume of sponsors
including the likes of Microsoft. Max showed us videos of the cool presentations that the
hackathon participants gave. Some of his most noteworthy hackathon competition entries
included developing an Google glass app that used image recognition to view a runic cube
then use a simulator video to tell the user the next move - TRUELY AWESOME! Other
innovative hack included a Google glass app that help people with dyslexia by using voice
recognition to detect when they struggled with certain words as they read them out and
then whispered the word into the user’s ear to help them.

The second talk was presented by a lady who was part of a team at the hackathon
mentioned above. Her team designed an app for Google glass that allowed a user to find
items in a shop with turn by turn directions. Seen as that was as far as that app went It
wasn’t a product that solves a problem, more a latent need. Most people are familiar with
their grocery shops… That said this app was only V1, by the time they get to V3 I hope they
might use Google glass’ image recognition / bar codes to look up product reviews to help
purchasers make better informed decisions about buying products.

The third talk was by a group who developed a google glass app that could provide
subtitles for audio the google glass’ picked up. This was very useful say if you were
watching a movie with your friends who may have different native languages. The app
would display the subtitles on the google glass as you watch the film (in real-time of
course!).

The forth talk was from a company called HeadsUp Ventures. These guys have designed a
really clever app that allows a user to control the Google glass’ UI from a mobile device, the
demo showed off the apps easy to understand UI. To be honest, this product has a long
way to go really provide value to Google glass users.

The fifth and final speaker was an aerospace engineer student that has developed his own
wearable watch. His design was made from very low cost materials and had a very stylish
UI. This watch was extremely light and had a battery life of 4 weeks due to its built in solar
panels.
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speed and flexibility to be in touch with our customer’s needs and provide the exceptional
brand experience that they expect from us every day."

Summary

If you want your retail business to meet the demands of today’s and the future’s tech savvy
consumers, then have a look at IBM’s Commerce on Cloud that delivers an extended e-
commerce platform on the cloud to help your business quickly establish and enhance its
online presence.

Thank you for reading!

#IBM  #retail  #iot  #cloud  #social  #mobile  #online  #shopping  #solution  #technology
#websphere  #commerce  #ecommerce

The Internet of Things and IBM
MessageSight for developers
If you’re a developer looking to get involved with the Internet of Things and Machine-to-
Machine technology then we have the perfect FREE offering for you!

IBM MessageSight for Developers is a virtual messaging appliance designed to process
large volumes of events in near real time and to handle a large number of concurrently
connected devices (sensors or mobile devices).

The benefit of this developer-focused virtual appliance is that it enables developers to get
started quickly in coding and testing applications to work with IBM MessageSight. It’s a
virtual appliance which is suitable for deploying in VMWare and VirtualBox environments,
and so enables rapid application development.

Here’s the download page: https://ibm.biz/BdR25q

When IBM MessageSight for Developers is used with
our Mobile Messaging and M2M Client Pack and the IBM MessageSight JMS Client Pack, it
provides developers with a comprehensive toolbox to create and test M2M and mobile
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1) Helpful Feeds to locate and track the robots
2) An MQTT API to deploy your IoT defenses and fight the robots on the battlefield
3) An HTML5 Battlefield UI to monitor your IoT units and the enemy robots

Helpful Feeds

(NOTE: multiple demo “sandboxes” are available, each with a different topicRoot.  For
these examples a topicRoot of hack1 is assumed)
(NOTE: sample MQTT messages in this document will be displayed as:   [topic] payload  )

A) Robot locations.  The location of every robot is tracked by IBM’s IoT cloud, and
published once per second on a unique topic per robot.  With an MQTT client, subscribe
to hack1/things/+/location.  Location updates will be published with a payload of:
  longitude,latitude

(NOTE: Robots will have a numeric ID between 1…N, so in your subscription callback only
process messages with a topic of hack1/things/1…N/location)

Example: (robot 7 moves to longitude -0.1978417,  latitude 51.4922170)

     [hack1/things/7/location] -0.1978417,51.4922170

B) Proximity alerts.  To help guide your units, the IBM IoT cloud performs real-time
distance calculations between each unit and the robots, and publishes proximity warnings
for various distances: 500 meters, 250m, 100m, 25m.  For each unit (with ID <unit_ID>),
subscribe to hack1/alerts/proximity/<unit_ID>/#  to receive all alerts, or
  …../<unit_ID>/250m/+for only alerts of a certain distance.

Example: (unit K3B5 is 97 meters from robot 7)

     [hack1/alerts/proximity/K3B5/100m/7] 97

A sample Node.js application, Colorer, uses the proximity alerts to change the color and
status of robots as your units move close by.  You can see this sample in action by
configuring the map and test client to use topicRoot=test



http://m2m.demos.ibm.com/hack/index.html?topicRoot=test
http://m2m.demos.ibm.com/hack/test.html?topicRoot=test

To see the subscriptions and logic used in this application, check out the Node.js source
here:
http://m2m.demos.ibm.com/hack/colorer.js

MQTT API

Control over the IoT battlefield is accomplished through a MQTT messaging “API”:

A) Configuration topics.  Each robot and IoT unit you deploy is defined by a set of
MQTT retained messages.  As such, it is possible to alter the properties of any object in
the demo just by publishing a new retained message onto a configuration topic… every
participant in the Hackfest is an admin in their own sandbox.  However, you must use the
honor system… before you publish a message that will “disable” a robot, please fire a
(simulated) ray gun and confirm that the robot is disabled!

Topics (with sample value):

     [hack1/things/1/type] robot
     [hack1/things/1/description] Robot #1.  I’m programmed to destroy all humans.
     [hack1/things/1/name] Robot 1
     [hack1/things/1/location] -0.1951095,51.5031417
     [hack1/things/1/color] blue
     [hack1/things/1/state] 1

To change the configuration, just publish a retained message onto a property topic with a
valid payload.  Here is a list of accepted values for each parameters:

     type               default types:  circle, square, triangle, diamond, robot    (you can also
add your own type, pointing to a hosted image)
     description    any string
     name             any string
     location         longitude,latitude
     color              any HTML color (e.g. green, #00FF00, #0F0)
     state              any number >= 1
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